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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we deal with graded Hopf algebras G = @ iy0 G, over an 
arbitrary field 06. We say G has polynomial growth if there are an integer 
r 2 0 and a constant C such that 
i dimGi<Cn’, n>l. 
i=O 
The least such integer r is called the order of the polynomial growth. Our 
main result reads 
THEOREM A. Suppose G is connected (G, = Oa), cocommutative, and has 
polynomial growth of order r. Zf Ext,(k; G) # 0 then G is a finitely generated 
nilpotent Hopf algebra. 
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Our motivation for considering such Hopf algebras is the class of Hopf 
algebras H,(QX; k), where QX is the loop space of a simply connected 
topological space X, and the algebra structure is induced from composition 
of loops. These Hopf algebras are always connected and cocommutative. 
Moreover, a theorem of [2] asserts that if G = H,(QX: kj and X has finite 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, then Ext,(Os; G) # 0. 
In particular Theorem A has the following topological application: 
THEOREM B. Let X be a simply connected topological space of j?nite 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category such that each dim H,(X; ~ j is finite and 
H,(RX; 06) has polynomial growth of order Y. Then 
(I) H,(QX; 06) is nilpotent andfinitely generated. 
(2) H*(X, 116) is a j?nite dimensional algebra sariTfi+ng PoincarC 
duality. 
(3) Iff(z) = xi dim H,(sZX; 06) .zi is the Poincark series of QX then 
the degree n, of the fundamental (top) class in H*(X; 06) is giaen bl 
n, = lim ( 2r(2 -z) 2f’(z j -- :-l l-z 1 f’(zj . 
In particular, n, depends only on f(z). 
The special case that r = 1, so that the integers dim Hi(QX; nS) are 
uniformly bounded, is considered in [S] by McCleary, who obtains a 
much stronger conclusion for this case: H*(X; 06) is generated by a single 
element. 
Moreover, when char lk=O then by [6] the Hopf algebra 6 of 
Theorem A is the universal enveloping algebra of a graded Lie algebra, L. 
The hypothesis that G grows polynomially of order r means that 
dim L even $ r, so that L and G are trivially nilpotent. In this case 
Theorem B is also well known: it is an immediate consequence of [l, 
Section lo] and [4, Theorem 31. 
With this paper, we now have these results in positive characteristic as 
well. 
For the rest of this paper we work over a fixed field ub. For ease of 
terminology we adopt the 
CONVENTION. (1) A Hopf algebra means a graded, connected, cocom- 
mutative Hopf algebra G = G b 0 such that each G; is finite dimensional. 
(We say G has finite type.) 
(2) A Hopf algebra is generated by a set S (resp. finiteiy generated) 
if it is generated as an algebra by S (resp. finitely generated as an algebra.) 
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For standard terminology involving Hopf algebras we refer the reader to 
[6, 7, 3, and 21. 
In the next section we recall briefly some of the results of [2] and [3] 
for the convenience of the reader. The subsequent sections contain the 
proofs of Theorems A and B. 
2. PROPERTIES OF Ext,(Os;G). 
We work in the category of graded modules over graded h-algebras, and 
we use Hom,(-; -) and Ext,(-; -) to denote the functor “graded Horn” 
and its derived functors, “graded Ext.” In particular Hom,(M; N) = 
0, Hom4,(M; N) with Hom4,(M; N) = n, Hom,(M,; N,,--4). The internal 
grading in each ExtP, is written @ 4 ExtPd4. 
Now consider an algebra, A, regarded as a left A module via multiplica- 
tion. We say A has jkite depth if ExtT(Os; A) is non-zero for some m; the 
least such m is the depth of A. We shall depend heavily on the following 
result of [2]. 
[2, T~OREM C.] If G is a Hopf algebra of finite depth then the union 
of the normal solvable sub Hopf algebras is a finite111 generated nilpotent 
Hopf algebra of finite depth. 
There is a useful, but more restrictive condition than finite depth: 
following [3] we say that an algebra, A, is Gorenstein if ExtX(Os; A) is a 
one-dimensional vector space (concentrated in a single degree). We shall 
also use the following 
[2, PROPOSITION 4.5.1 A solvable Hopf algebra of finite depth is 
Gorenstein. 
Since nilpotent Hopf algebras are solvable, it follows at once that the 
union of the normal solvable sub Hopf algebras of a Hopf algebra of finite 
depth is Gorenstein. Moreover, with the aid of the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence there is proved in [2] the following 
[2, PROPOSITION 3.1.1 Let Hc G be a normal sub Hopf algebra and 
suppose H is Gorenstein and Ext;k( 06; H) # 0. Then 
ExtGq( 06; G) 2 Ext&;q- k( 06; G//H). (2-l) 
In particular, suppose G is a nilpotent Hopf algebra of finite depth. Then 
there is a finite sequence 
GzGG(1)1 ... oh 
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of normal sub Hopf algebras whose successive quotients G(i)//G(i + 1 f 
are finitely generated commutative Hopf algebras. It follows that 
G(i)//G(i + 1) @ k (k the algebraic closure of 06) is, as an algebra, the tensor 
product of algebras of the form ik[?c], and ik[~]/.x”. Since, as a graded 
vector space, G g @J i G(i)//G(i + 1) this result leads to an explicit formula 
for the formal power series C dim(G, 0 k) 9. Moreover, in view of (2.1), 
it also leads to an explicit computation of Ext,,s(k; GO k). 
Since @ E does not affect either the power series, or the “Ext,” we may 
descend to G; the result of these computations is then that we can write 
5 1 -,_wJfl) 
c (dim GP) zp = p* &rJ 1 -Zk’ and 
P 
Ext,(Os; 6) is concentrated in bidegree I’, c 26,-c kili . 
J 
(2.2) 
i 
Finally we recall [3] that the functor Ext can be extended to the 
category of differential modules over differential algebras. In particular a 
topological space is called Gorenstein at char k if Ext..(Xik)(k; C*(X; k)) is 
one dimensional; C*(X, 06) denoting the algebra of singular cochains. We 
shall need 
[3, THEOREM 3.1.1 Suppose X is a simply connected space of fir&e 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category and such that each H’(X; 06) is finite 
dimensional. Then X is Gorenstein at 06 if and only if H*(X, B6) is finlte 
dimensional and satisfies Poincart duality. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We need three preliminary results for the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose 0 #o E ExtF,‘(k; G), G a Hopf algebra. Then 
for some finitely generated sub Hopf algebra H c G, o restricts to a non-zero 
element qf Ext,(k; G). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose H c G is an inclusion of Hopf algebras and 
(i) Ext? *(nb; G) # 0. 
(ii) Every sub Hopf algebra, K, of G generated by H andfinitely many 
other elements satisfies dim Ext? *(k; K) < 1. 
Then G is generated by H and finitely many other elements. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3, Suppose G # 06 is a finitely generated Hopf algebra 
with no central primitive elements (except zero). Then there are an integer N 
and an infinite sequence of primitive elements X,E G such that deg xi < 
deg xi+ r < deg xi + N. 
Now we give the proof of Theorem A, modulo the three propositions. 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose first that G is finitely generated. By [2; 
Theorem C] the union, R, of the normal solvable sub Hopf algebras 
satisfies the conclusion of our Theorem A; we have only to prove R = G. 
By [2, Theorem C and Proposition 4.51 R is Gorenstein, and by [2, 
Proposition 3.11 we have Ext,(Od; G) z Ext,,,,(Os; G//R); the latter is there- 
fore non-zero. Moreover G//R has no normal solvable sub Hopf algebras, 
and hence no central primitive elements. Since G is finitely generated so 
is G/JR. 
Let xi, x2, . . . be the sequence of primitive elements in G//R guaranteed 
by Proposition 3.3 if G//R # IX. The elements xi1 . . . . . xi,, i, < . .. < i,, are 
linearly independent in GffR. For each integer k there are at least k 
elements xi of degree < kN. Taking products of length s we obtain a 
subspace of G//R of dimension at least (5) and concentrated in degrees 
j d skN. Thus 
~dim(G//R)i>(~)~C,k’>~.(skN)‘, 
i=O 
where C, depends only on s. 
This contradicts the possibility that for all i, dim(G/R),< Ci’-‘. Since 
this possibility is contradicted for every s, G//R, and a fortiori G could not 
have polynomial growth. Thus G//R = n6 and the theorem is proved in the 
case G is finitely generated. 
Now consider the general case. We need only show G is finitely 
generated. Choose 0 # o E Extz’( 06; G). By Proposition 3.1 there is a finitely 
generated sub Hopf algebra H c G such that o restricts to a non-zero 
element in Ext$‘(k; G). It follows that for any finitely generated sub Hopf 
algebra H’ with H c H’c G, Ext,.(06; H’) # 0. By our argument above H 
(which certainly has polynomial growth) satisfies the conclusion of our 
Theorem A. In particular [2, Proposition 4.51 Ext.&; H’) is concentrated 
in a single bidegree. 
We may now apply Proposition 3.2 to H c G to conclude that G itself is 
finitely generated, and so the theorem is proved. 1 
It remains to establish the three propositions 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We begin by considering an arbitrary graded 
connected algebra A of finite type. Let M= F’(M) 3 F’(M) 3 . . . be a 
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filtered left A-module of finite type such that n, F9(M) = 0. Then denoting 
the functor “graded dual” by ( ) ” we have 
= lint Tor:#k; (M/FqM) ” ). 
4 
Dualizing, we find 
Ext’;i’(Os; M) 2 iim Ext’;i’(k; M/F’M). (3.4) 
v 
Thus a morphism B -+ A of connected graded algebras of finite type 
leads to a commutative square 
We now consider the case of the propostion (A = G, M= G). By (3.4) we 
may choose 4 > 0 so that o has non-zero image in Ext,( 06; G/G ,4). 
Let H be the subalgebra of G generated by G,, 1 d Id j + 4: clearly H is 
a sub Hopf algebra. In particular, if E c G projects isomorphically onto 
G/H, G, then G is H free on a basis ej. of E. 
Now fix a G-free resolution + P(1) + P(1- 1) + of k with P(Z) free on 
a G-basis a,,. Then P(j) is H-free on the basis e, . a,,. For the eA of 
positive degree we have 
internal degree (en .aLY) 2 deg e, > j+ 4 
and soft Hom’;i’(P(*), M/M,,) is zero on e, .a,,. In other words, for all i 
Hom$(P(*); M/M,,) ---% Hom$P(*); M/M,,) 
and hence 
Ext;@; M/M>,) A Ext$‘(k; M/M>,). 
The proposition is now an immediate consequence of Diagram (3.5). 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Choose 0 #o E Ext?‘(k, G). By Proposi- 
tion 3.1 there is some sub Hopf algebra of G, H’, generated by H and 
finitely many other elements, such that c(j restricts to a non-zero element in 
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Ext’;;:‘(k, G); we may replace H by H’ and so without loss of generality 
assume that w restricted to Ext2’(Os, G) is non-zero. 
Now recall that if G” c G”’ is an inclusion of Hopf algebras, and if E is 
a graded subspace of G’” such that E @ Glr, . G’“, then multiplication defines 
an isomorphism G” @ E 2 G”‘. If e,j is a basis of E we can identify 
Ext & 06; G”‘) = n Ext c,( 06; G”) . ei 1 Ext J 06; G”) @ E. (3.6) 
If, moreover, G’ is a sub Hopf algebra of G” then the restriction 
Ext&06; G”‘) --+ Ext,(Os; G”‘) is just the product of the maps 
Ext,..( 06; G”) . ej restriction * Ext J 06; G”) . ei. (3.7) 
The next step in the proof of 3.2 is 
LEMMA 3.8. Zf K 3 H is a sub Hopf algebra of G then restriction 
Ext;*& K) + Ext;;‘*(k; K) 
is inj&tive. 
ProoJ Let 0 # (3~ Ext24(k; K). By Proposition 3.1 we can find a sub 
Hopf algebra K’ c K, generated by H and finitely many other elements and 
such that f3 restricts to a non-zero element 8’ of ExtG:q(06; K). 
Apply (3.6) with K’ = G” and K= G”’ to conclude that Extg: *(k; K’) # 0 
and hence is one dimensional with basis a. Thus 19’ has the form a. e for 
someeEEwith K=E@K’+.K. In view of (3.7) applied to HcRcKwe 
have that 13 restricts to 2. eE Ext;4 (06; K’) . e; thus we need only to show 
that the restriction 5~ Extz*(k; K’) of a is non-zero. 
On the other hand, o~Ext;;“,*(k; G) restricts to an element 
a .g E Extz: *(k; K’) . F, where F is a graded complement for K’+ . G in G. 
Thus the restriction ti .g E Ext> *(k; G) is non-zero by hypothesis; i.e., 
a#O. This proves the lemma. 1 
We now revert to the proof proper of (3.2). As in the proof of the lemma, 
we deduce Ext$ *(06; H) is a one dimensional space with basis aH of 
bidegree (m, iH). Moreover, for suitable E c G 
Since E has upper bidegrees only of the form (0, s), s < 0, we have 
Extz’( 06; G) = 0, j> i,. 
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In view of the lemma and (3.6) we may conclude that for any sub Hopf 
algebra KX H of G, 
Ext:‘(h; G) = 0, j> i,. (3.9) 
In particular, let N be the normal sub Hopf algebra of G generated by 
H. If we consider (3.6) with G” = N and G”’ = G then it follows from (3.9) 
that 
ExtmN.*(06;N)@E=Ext;*(k;G). (3.10) 
On the other hand (cf. [2; Lemma 3.5]), Ext: *(h; G) is a left G//N module 
and the module action restricts to an isomorphism 
G//N@ Ext; *(06; N) --% Ext$ “(k; N) @ E. 
In view of (3.10) we deduce 
Exto,;,,(k; Ext;(h; G)) = Ext&,(k; G//N) @ Ext;,(Os; N). (3.11) 
Finally, as we have already observed, the restriction ExtE(h; G) -+ 
ExtG(B6; G) + ExtG(Od; Gj is non-zero. The image of the first homo- 
morphism is in fact in the subspace Ext&& Ext”,(Os; G)) c Extz(k; G), as 
follows by a standard edge homomorphism argument applied to the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for N c G. Thus Exti,,V( 06; Extz( lk; 6) j 
is non-zero. 
Equation (3.11) now shows that Ext’&,,(h; G//N) is non-zero and so 
G//N is finite dimensional. Since 
G//N = G/GH + 6, 
a set of elements in G representing a basis of G/IN, together with N. 
generates G. i 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let g,, . . . . g, be generators of G with 
de gl d ... <deg g,. Set N= deg g, + 1. The element g, is clearly 
primitive; set x1 = g,. Suppose x1, . . . . _ xn constructed. Since X, is not central 
there is some g, such that 
[X,) gi] = x, gi - ( - 1 )deg & d=gixn 
is non-zero. 
If in fact this holds for g,, then the Lie bracket [x,, g,] is a non-zero 
primitive and we set x, + I = [x,, g,]. Otherwise let i be the least integer 
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such that [x,, gJ # 0. Then dg,- gi@ 1 - 1 @gi is in the tensor product 
with itself of the subalgebra generated by g,, . . . . gi- r. Thus 
[Ax,, &,-- gio 1 - 1 OS,1 
=[x,~1+1~x,,,dgj-g~o1-1og,l=o. 
It follows that d[x,,, gj] = C-t.,, gi] 0 1 + 10 [x,, gi] and SO [x,, gj] is 
primitive. Set x,, i = [x,, gi]. 1 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Denote H,(QX, h) by G. Since cat X< co, [2, Theorem A] asserts that 
Ext&; G) # 0. Thus Theorem A above shows that G is nilpotent and 
finitely generated. 
In this case it follows from (2.2) that the power series 
f(z) = Cj dim H,(QX; Ia) .zi has the form 
(4.1) 
and that Ex@ *(06; G) is one dimensional and concentrated in bidegree 
(Y, xi 215, - Cj kjlj). 
The fact that dim ExtE’*(06; G) = 1 means that G is Gorenstein, and so 
[3, Proposition 3.2 (iv)] asserts that X is Gorenstein at char lk. Since cat X 
is finite, [3, Theorem 3.11 asserts that H*(X; 06) is finite dimensional and 
satisfies Poincare duality. 
Finally, as observed in [3, Remark 1.3.21 there is a convergent Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence from Ext,(k; G) to Ext,*(,,; 86J(06; C,(QX; 06)). 
This graded space is, in turn, isomorphic with Ext,,(,; LJik; C*(X; ik)), 
by [3, Theorem 2.11. Since G is Gorenstein as above, it follows 
that Ext cyx; I& c*v; 06)) is concentrated in the single degree 
r+Ci2bi-~ikjlj. 
Moreover we also have a convergent spectral sequence from 
Ext H*(x. ,#k ff*W; 06)) to Ext,*,,; la) (06; C*(X, 06)). Since H*(X: I6) satisfies 
Poincark duality it is Gorenstein, and this spectral sequence collapses. 
Moreover the top class of H*(X; 06) is in Ext’&,;,,(06; H*(X; nd)) and so 
has bidegree (0, n,). Thus Ext,,r,;,,(Oa; H*(X; 06)) is concentrated in degree 
n x, and 
n,=r+x2b,-xkjlj. (4.2) 
I I 
A straightforward calculation from (4.1) now establishes (3) of 
Theorem B. 1 
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